The interaction between ruthenium red and the isolated sarcoplasmic reticulum.
The multivalent anions, ATP and oxalate, present at 5mM concentrations in incubation mixtures with isolated sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) preparations, reduce the binding of ruthenium red (RR) to the SR. When oxalate is omitted from the incubation mixture and ATP is used at reduced concentrations, it is possible to observe an inhibitory effect of RR on calcium uptake by the SR and on ATPase activity. However, this inhibition is only partial and it remains clear that calcium transport in the SR is much less susceptible to inhibition by RR than is calcium transport in mitochondria. The effect of multivalent anions in suppressing the effect of RR, a hexavalent cation, is probably due to the formation of soluble complexes with RR.